TECHNICAL PRINTING & USE
INFORMATION

Shimmering
Metallic
About SHINE

Printing

:/05,»ZS\TPUV\ZZ\YMHJL^HZKL]LSVWLK[VZOV^[OYV\NOTVZ[
WYPU[PUNPURZHUKLUYPJOHU`KLZPNU:/05,PZ-:*JLY[PÄLKYLJ`clable, biodegradable, acid free, and elemental chlorine free, and is
manufactured without the use of metals or foils.

6ɈZL[!:/05,»ZS\Z[YV\ZLɈLJ[PZPU[LUKLK[VIL]PZPISL[OYV\NO[OL
printed image, though heavy ink densities may somewhat diminish
[OLLɈLJ[:/05,PZSLZZHIZVYILU[[OHUZ[HUKHYK\UJVH[LKWHWLYZ
so general process inks are not compatible with this specialty stock.
Drying times will be longer than for standard papers, and this should
be factored into the production schedule.

:/05,PZHZWLJPHS[`WHWLYHUKHZZ\JOKVLZKPɈLYPUZVTLHZWLJ[Z
VMWYPU[PUNMYVTJVU]LU[PVUHSJVH[LKHUK\UJVH[LKWHWLYZ:/05,
will perform beautifully when used as recommended. As with all papers, it is important to consult your printer and pretest before trying
anything new. Please contact us to request samples, or discuss any
aspect of your project.
:/05,TH`IL\ZLKMVYH^PKLYHUNLVMWYPU[PUNWYVJLZZLZPUJS\KPUN!
6ɈZL[

-VPS:[HTWPUN

Digital

Thermography

Laser

Die Cutting

0UR1L[

Perfect Binding

Letterpress

:HKKSL:[P[JOPUN

:PSR:JYLLUPUN

:JVYPUN -VSKPUN

Engraving

Envelope Conversion

Inks::/05,PZHZWLJPHS[`Z\IZ[YH[LHUKJVU]LU[PVUHSPURZHYLUV[
suitable for printing on this stock. Fully-oxidizing or UV-curing inks
T\Z[IL\ZLK^OLUVɈZL[WYPU[PUNVU:/05,+Y`PUNYLZ\S[Z^PSSIL
faster for UV inks than for fully-oxidizing inks.
Laser::/05,PZZ\P[HISLMVYSHZLYWYPU[PUN(ZMVYHU`WHWLYWYL[LZ[ing is essential as performance may vary from one printer to another.
Ink Jet::/05,PZZ\P[HISLMVYIV[OTVUVJOYVTLHUKJVSVYPURQL[
printing, but results will vary from one printer to another. As always,
it is important to pretest on the actual printer to be used.
Digital::/05,7LHYS+PNP[HSHUK*OHTWHNUL+PNP[HS ;L_[HUK
 *V]LYHZ^LSSHZ:PS]LY+PNP[HS ;L_[HUK  *V]LYHYLJLY[PÄLKMVY\ZLVU/70UKPNVKPNP[HSWYLZZLZ:[HUKHYK:/05,OHZILLU
run successfully on other various digital presses, such as Kodak
NexPress, Xerox iGen, Xerox 800-1000 and Konica Minolta C6500.
(see last two pages for reports)

Embossing

Design and Prepress

Caliper
Caliper is a measure of the thickness of a sheet of paper (1 pt. =
1/1000 of an inch). Below is a list of basis weights and correspondPUNJHSPWLYZMVY:/05,
All Reich Paper grades are manufactured to a basis-weight standard,
not to caliper. Calipers here (and in our stock charts) are provided
for reference, but may vary slightly from run to run, as is typical for
any paper. If caliper is critical to your project, please contact us to
discuss your requirements.
SAVOY Weight

GSM

Target Caliper

80# Text

120

6 pts.

92# Cover

250

12 pts.

107# Cover

290

14 pts.

137# Cover

350

17 pts.

Color Separations::/05,^PSSWYPU[ZVTL^OLYLIL[^LLUJVH[LK
HUK\UJVH[LKWHWLY>LYLJVTTLUK\ZPUNJ\Y]LZJSVZLY[V[OH[VM
coated paper. The total area of coverage should not exceed 260%.
Grain Direction: Our paper stock charts list all sheet sizes with grain
KPYLJ[PVUSHZ[(ZMVYHSSWHWLYZIPUKPUNHUKMVSKPUN:/05,WHYHSSLS[V
the grain direction is always recommended.
Line Screen: In general, line screens ranging from 150-200 are used
MVYWYPU[PUNVU:/05,0[PZHS^H`ZHK]PZHISL[VJVUZ\S[^P[O`V\Y
printer to determine the appropriate line screen for your project.
UCR: For areas of heavy, layered ink coverage, such as blue or
black, consider the use of UCR (under color removal) in scanning.
;OPZ^PSSKLJYLHZL[V[HSPURKLUZP[`HUKJHUJ\[KY`PUN[PTLZZPNUPÄcantly, especially for black.

On Press
Storage and Handling:(ZMVYHSSWHWLYZH]VPKL_WVZPUN:/05,[V
extreme humidity or temperature conditions, and keep in the original
mill wrapping as long as possible prior to use.
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Fountain Solution:>OLUWYPU[PUNVU:/05,P[TH`ILOLSWM\S[VPUcrease the alcohol substitute, using more than one would use when
printing on conventional papers. This may allow the printer to run up
TVYLPURVU:/05,[O\ZTHRPUNJVSVYZTVYL]PIYHU[
Spray Powder::WYH`WV^KLYTH`IL\ZLK[VWYL]LU[VɈZL[[PUN"H
JVHYZLWHY[PJSLZPaLPZYLJVTTLUKLK:[HJRPUZTHSSSPM[ZHZZVTL
HPYPUNVM[OLZ[HJR^PSSILILULÄJPHSMVYPURKY`PUN

Finishing
Varnish & Aqueous Coating:>OPSL:/05,TH`IL]HYUPZOLKVY
aqueous coated, please keep in mind that any varnish or coating
^PSSSPRLS`HS[LY:/05,»ZS\TPUV\ZHWWLHYHUJL=HYUPZOPUNVYHX\LV\Z
JVH[PUN:/05,HM[LYWYPU[PUNHZMVYHU`WHWLYJHUOLSW[VWYV[LJ[
HUKZLHS[OLWYPU[LKHYLHLZWLJPHSS`MVYWYVQLJ[Z^OLYLÄUPZOPUNPZ
complex.
Foil Stamping::/05,MVPSZ[HTWZILH\[PM\SS`
The success of foil stamping on any substrate depends on pretesting. The printer should consult a foil-stamp supplier, and pretest on
the actual stock to be used, as a wide range of variables (types of
foils, complexity of the design, pressure, environment, etc.) all determine the success of foil stamping on any stock.
;OLÄYZ[Z[LWPZ[VKLJPKL^OH[ZVY[VMMVPSLɈLJ[`V\^HU[PU[LYTZ
VMJVSVYHUKÄUPZO)`ZOV^PUN[OLMVPSZ\WWSPLYHZHTWSLVM[OLZ\Istrate you wish to use, and the foil coverage you hope to achieve,
he should be able to determine the best foil and release to use.
Then, the printer and foil supplier should identify the correct release,

thickness, and pressure to ensure that the foil will work well on the
ZWLJPÄLKZ\IZ[YH[L(ULZZLU[PHSWHY[VM[OPZWYVJLZZPZWYL[LZ[PUNVU
the actual stock to be used.
A foil that works on one paper is not necessarily going to work on
HKPɈLYLU[[`WL·UVYZOV\SKP[ILL_WLJ[LK[VKVZV3PRL^PZLH
lightweight stock may require an easier release than a heavier weight
of the same paper.
Scoring & Folding:(SS:/05,^LPNO[Z [L_[  JV]LY 
cover and 137# cover) should be scored prior to folding to ensure
the best fold. As for all papers, folding with the grain direction is
WYLMLYYLK>LYLJVTTLUKHYV\UKLKJOHUULSZJVYL^P[OHTPUPT\T
width of 2.5 times the caliper of the sheet.
Binding: Binding should always run parallel to the grain direction.
(For extensive information on the importance of grain direction in
binding, please refer to our Paper Terms page.)
Glue/Adhesive: ;OV\NO:/05,PZHZWLJPHS[`WHWLYZ[HUKHYK
^H[LYIHZLKNS\L^PSS^VYRQ\Z[ÄUL/V[TLS[NS\LPZHSZVZ\P[HISL
but is more expensive, and standard glue will likely provide a
better, smoother lay down. If using adhesive tape, two 3M brand
formulations are commonly used. Printers we have consulted tell
us they use the stronger of the two for pocket folders and other
JV]LYHWWSPJH[PVUZ;OLSLZZL_WLUZP]L[HWLZLLTZ[VWLYMVYTÄUL
initially, but tends to pull apart easily when something is placed in
the pocket.)
(ZMVYHU`ZLJVUKHY`WYPU[VYÄUPZOPUNWYVJLZZPMNS\PUNV]LYH
printed area, other variables come into play. It is always best to
glue an unprinted/unvarnished area; if it will be necessary to glue
over a printed area, please ensure that the inks used are wax free.

Please contact us if you have any questions about the Printing and Use information included
here, or need information about any other topics. SHINE is a specialty paper and, like any subZ[YH[LZOV\SKILM\SS`[LZ[LKWYPVY[V\ZLLZWLJPHSS`PM[Y`PUNZVTL[OPUNMVY[OLÄYZ[[PTL
We have endeavored to address most aspects of printing and use here; however, we do not
accept liability for any errors or omissions. Should you have any questions, or need any additional information, please contact us at 718.748.6000.
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